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Abstract. On the way to autonomous robots, perception is a key point. Among all the perception senses, vision is undoubtedly the
most important for the information it can provide. However, it is not easy to identify what is seen from the provided visual input.
On this regard, inspired by humans, we have studied motion as a primary cue. Particularly, we present a computational solution
for motion detection, object location and tracking from images captured by perspective and fisheye cameras. The proposed
approach has been validated with an extensive set of experiments and applications using different testbeds of real environments
with real and/or virtual targets.
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1. Introduction

Robots are aimed at helping human beings in their
daily tasks. So, from industrial robots, which act in
restricted scenarios, robot development has been con-
ducted to emulate alive beings in their natural environ-
ment. On that way to autonomy, one of the key issues
is how a robot perceives its environment and how to
use that information to make useful decisions.

In this context, visual perception plays a main role
since it can be used in almost all the tasks performed by
a robot such as navigation (e.g., obstacle avoidance),
manipulation (e.g., object identification and safety is-
sues), cooperative behaviour and human–robot inter-
action, to name some. Nevertheless, although images
can contain a huge amount of information, it is not easy
to identify what we see from that visual input since we
live in a 3D world, but images are 2D. So, from the
issues to be solved, we have focused on perception by
investigating motion as a primary cue. This is inspired
by human vision, where motion is a dominant cue. In
addition, motion cue allows to obtain other character-
istics such as object’s shape, speed or trajectory, which
are meaningful for detection and recognition.

For that reason, motion detection is the core of
multiple automated visual applications by providing a
stimulus to detect objects of interest in the field of view
of a sensor. However, the motion observable in a vi-
sual input could be due to different factors: movement
of the imaged objects, observer movement, changes in
the light sources or a combination of (some of) them.
Therefore, image analysis for motion detection will be
conditional upon the considered factors. In particular,
we have focused on motion detection from images cap-
tured by perspective and fisheye still cameras. Note
that, egomotion has not been considered in this Thesis
regarding image processing, although all the other fac-
tors have been considered to design and implement the
proposed approach, abling to occur at any time.

With that assumption, we propose a complete sen-
sor-independent visual system that provides a robust
target motion detection. So, firstly, the way sensors ob-
tain images of the world, in terms of resolution dis-
tribution and pixel neighbourhood, is studied. In that
way, a proper spatial analysis of motion can be per-
formed. Then, a novel background maintenance ap-
proach for robust target motion detection is imple-
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mented. On this matter, two different situations have
been considered: (1) a fixed camera observing a con-
stant background where interest objects move; and
(2) a still camera observing interest objects moving
within a dynamic background. The reason for this dis-
tinction lies on developing, from the first analysis,
a surveillance mechanism which removes the previ-
ously existing constraints when a reliable initial back-
ground model is obtained, since their absence can-
not be guaranteed when a robotic system works in
an unknown environment. Furthermore, on the way
to achieve an ideal background maintenance system,
other canonical problems are addressed such that the
proposed approach successfully deals with (gradual
and global) changes in illumination, the distinction be-
tween foreground and background elements in terms of
motion and motionless, non-uniform vacillating back-
grounds, among others.

Once moving objects are robustly detected in an im-
age, the ability to visually perceive where the targets
are, is investigated. For that, more than one image is
needed. So, two or more images of the same object
from slightly different locations are combined to infer
object’s position in the 3D world. So, each detected tar-
get should be represented in a way allowing to properly
establishing image correspondences in different time
steps. Note that there are a million of appearances of
the same object, and changes in image contrast, inten-
sity or colour can lead to a mismatch. As a solution, we
propose an invariant object representation. It identifies
an object among a broad range of objects, even when
they leave and re-enter the scene, being robust to par-
tial (and total) occlusions and able to learn new targets
from only one frame. Moreover, the designed repre-
sentation includes a feature array that helps to discard
false matches and to make correct decisions.

Then, depth estimation is studied from two differ-
ent points of view by depending on the accuracy level
required at any time. On the one hand, the active vi-
sion paradigm is used to build a relative scene repre-
sentation (in terms of disparity). From a robotic point
of view, this binocular depth estimation can be used
for motion control, since it provides the knowledge re-
quired to properly interact with the surrounding envi-
ronment. On the other hand, a comparative depth per-
ception (i.e., with respect to other objects) can be more
appropriate for certain tasks. As a result, a reasoning
inference process for distance estimation from a visual
input is presented. It provides context-dependent com-
parisons that helps the system make decisions about
the objects to focus on. Furthermore, the analysed
model is abstracted such that a general model to solve

the reasoning process of all qualitative models based
on intervals has been developed.

2. Contributions

Thus, this Thesis [1] addresses various problems in
Computer Vision - specifically, image acquisition with
different image devices, robust motion detection, depth
estimation from both a quantitative and a qualitative
point of view, and the design of a new object represen-
tation leading to a reliable tracking process. The pro-
posed approach has been implemented and validated
with different testbeds designed for that purpose. As
results have shown, the proposed approach introduces
important advantages with respect to the state-of-the-
art methods by being its major contributions the fol-
lowing:

• Design and implementation of a robust motion de-
tection algorithm for different image devices (i.e.,
perspective and fisheye cameras). To be success-
ful in such task, the proposed approach includes a
dynamic, adaptive method for automatically set-
ting segmentation thresholds based on image res-
olution distribution.

• Foreground and background object distinction in
terms of motion and motionless situations and
adaptation to changes in illumination.

• Depth estimation of targets from a disparity map
based on phase-difference.

• Qualitative depth estimation from a general rea-
soning inference process.

• Simultaneous tracking of several individuals,
dealing with (partial) occlusions and changes in
image characteristics and viewpoint.

• Test within several scenarios and applications
such as animal behaviour analysis, multi-robots,
traffic monitoring, sports analysis and robot navi-
gation.

Therefore, the methods proposed in this Thesis pro-
vide important advances with respect to state-of-the-art
computer vision approaches in terms of robot reliabil-
ity. The motion detection algorithm allows a good en-
vironment adaptation of the system as it properly deals
with most of the vision problems when dynamic, non-
structured environments are considered. In addition,
the proposed object representation satisfies the require-
ments of a recognition task, even when movements are
accompanied by changes in shape and/or size. More-
over, the integration of depth estimation into the sys-
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tem improves the matching process as well as helps to
arrange targets in order of proximity. In that way, the
system can focus on those objects closer to it. All these
contributions are validated with an extensive set of ex-
periments and applications using different testbeds of
real environments with real and/or virtual targets.
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